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Abstrat
By looking at the parity-nononserving (PNC) asymmetries at dierent energies in ~p p sattering,
it is in priniple possible to determine the PNC ρNN and ωNN ouplings of a single-meson-
exhange model of the PNC NN fore. The analysis of the experimental data at 13.6, 45 and
221 MeV simultaneously has been performed by Carlson et al., who onluded to an agreement
with the original DDH estimates for the PNC meson-nuleon ouplings. In this work, it is shown
rst that the omparison with updated hadroni preditions of these ouplings rather suggests the
existene of some disrepany for the PNC ωNN oupling. The eet of variations on the strong
oupling onstants and introdution of utos in the one-boson-exhange weak potential is then
investigated. As expeted, it turns out that the resulting asymmetry is quite sensitive to these
parameters regardless of the energy. However the above disrepany persists. The dependene of
this onlusion on various ingredients entering an improved desription of the PNC NN fore is
also examined. These inlude the two-pion resonane nature of the rho meson and some momentum
dependene of the isosalar PNC ρNN vertex. It is found that none of these orretions is able
to remove or even alleviate the above disrepany. Their impats on the theoretial determination
of the vetor meson-nuleon ouplings, the desription of the PNC fore in terms of single-meson
exhanges, or the interpretation of measurements, are nally examined.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It has been proposed that measurements of the parity-nononserving (PNC) longitudinal
asymmetry in ~p p sattering at dierent energies ould provide a way to disentangle the sep-
arate ontributions to the PNC NN fore due to ρ- and ω-meson exhanges [1℄. For some
time, aurate measurements were available only at the low energies of 13.6 MeV [2℄ and
45 MeV [3℄. Not until reently that a measurement, less aurate though, has been nished
at the higher energy of 221 MeV [4℄ whih makes the above analysis possible. This task has
been done by Carlson et al. [5℄, who laimed that the results so obtained do not disagree with
the largest range estimated by Desplanques, Donoghue and Holstein (DDH) [6℄. A rough
understanding of the measurements is as follows. At the highest energy point (221 MeV),
where the ontribution of the S to P NN states vanishes, the dominant ontribution omes
from the P to D transition. It turns out that the orresponding ω-meson-exhange on-
tribution is suppressed. As a result, this point allows one to x the ρNN oupling, hppρ .
Looking now at the low-energy points, it is found that the ρ-exhange fore so derived gen-
erates PNC asymmetries larger than the measured ones. Aounting for the experiments is
obtained by tting the other part of the fore due to an ω-meson exhange, whih xes the
ωNN oupling, hppω . In absene of experimental error, h
pp
ω appears to have a positive sign,
opposite to the negative one of the DDH best-guess value, and a size at the extreme limit
of the estimated range.
Besides the DDH work, there are many preditions for PNC meson-nuleon ouplings
in the literature. Most of them orrespond to ontributions already inluded in the DDH
work (see Ref. [7℄ for referenes). Two updated ranges for the PNC ouplings are given in
Refs. [8, 9℄, and they do not leave muh room for a positive value of the ωNN oupling,
either. This makes it more diult to aommodate the value derived from the analysis by
Carlson et al. [5℄. Moreover, as espeially notied by Feldman et al. [9℄, preditions for ρ and
ω ouplings are not independent of eah other. Aording to this observation, a larger hppω
would thus imply a hppρ algebraially larger than the DDH best-guess value, rather than
smaller as found in the analysis by Carlson et al. [5℄. An approah quite dierent from the
DDH one was taken by Kaiser and Meissner [10℄, whih used the hiral-soliton model. Their
preditions dier from the best-guess values but nevertheless t into the estimated range.
Atually, they ould be approximately obtained from the DDH work by weighting dierently
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the various ontributions onsidered there and taking into aount the spei dependene
of the oupling onstants on the meson squared momentum, q2. While DDH estimates are
in priniple made at the meson mass (q2 = m2), Kaiser and Meissner's ones are given at
q2 = 0. The momentum dependene, whih was aounted for very roughly in the DDH
work, has been looked at in detail later on by Kaiser and Meissner in their framework [11℄.
It is found to be espeially important for the isosalar PNC ρNN oupling.
>From looking at the dierent hadroni preditions, it appears very unlikely that hppω an
aquire a positive value. But, before jumping to the speulation of what ould go wrong
in these hadroni alulations, it is important to hek the analysis whih depends, in fat
quite sensitively, on various issues in the two-nuleon dynamis. In the past, a lot of these
issues have been surveyed by Simonius [1℄, Nessi-Tedaldi and Simonius [12℄, Drisoll and
Miller [13, 14℄, and Carlson et al. [5℄. The aim of this urrent work is to study if there
is some missing two-nuleon dynamis, besides what has been onsidered before, whih
ould possibly restore hppω to more onventional values antiipated by existing hadroni
alulations.
On the basis of the DDH best-guess values of meson-nuleon ouplings, it is generally
onsidered that the ontribution to PNC eets in ~p p sattering is dominated by the ρ-
meson exhange. Although the ontributions from the ω-meson exhange are not negligible
at low-energy data points, they only onstitute about a 20% or −30% orretion, based on
DDH "best-guess" values or the tted values by Carlson et al., respetively. It is therefore
appropriate to onentrate on the ρ-meson-exhange ontribution at a rst step. Taking
into aount the unertainty of the ρNN oupling, one an temporarily x hppρ to reprodue
the low-energy measurements, whih are also the most aurate ones. When this is done, it
is found that the measured asymmetry at the highest energy point (221 MeV) is missed by
a fator of about 2. Therefore, any eet that ould enhane the transition from P to D
states (dominant for 221 MeV) with respet to the one from S to P states (dominant for 13.6
and 45 MeV) is of relevane for our purpose. Possibilities an be: (1) a larger vetor-meson
tensor oupling κV [15℄, (2) hadroni form fators at the strong-interation vertex, (3) the
two-pion resonane nature of the rho meson [16℄ and (4) the momentum dependene of the
weak meson-nuleon vertex [7, 11℄. For the last three ases, the enhanement an be naively
expeted from the resulting longer range of the PNC NN fore, whih generally favors
transition amplitudes involving higher orbital angular momenta. However, it should be
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noted that the rst and third ases may not be independent [15℄. For the parity-onserving
(PC) NN fore, we use the AV18 model [17℄.
This paper is strutured as follows. In Se. II, the denition of the PNC longitudinal
asymmetry and its analyti form are given. In Se. III, we onentrate on the desription
of the PNC vetor-meson-exhange potential, espeially for the ρ-meson part. This involves
standard variations of this potential but also less-known ones. We show in detail how the
standard meson-exhange potential is extended to inorporate the 2π-exhange ontribution
and the form fator of the PNC vertex. The asymmetries resulted from dierent variations
of two-nuleon dynamis are presented in Se. IV. Their impliations are disussed and
new values of weak ouplings are obtained from a least-χ2 t to the measurements. The
onlusion follows in Se. V.
II. BASIC FORMALISM
The longitudinal asymmetry for nuleon sattering, with an inident energy E and a
sattering angle θ, is dened as
AL(E, θ) =
σ+(E, θ)− σ−(E, θ)
σ+(E, θ) + σ−(E, θ)
, (1)
where σ+ and σ− are dierential ross setions for projetiles of positive and negative heli-
ities, respetively. In theoretial analyses, however, it is the so-alled nulear total asym-
metry, AtotL (E), that is often used [1, 5, 12, 13, 18, 19℄. For proesses involving Coulomb
interations, suh as ~p p sattering in this disussion, the total asymmetry is in fat ill-
dened, beause total ross setions diverge. The remedy is to remove the pure Coulomb
ontribution from the total ross setion: by the optial theorem, the total ross setion an
be related to the forward sattering amplitude f¯(E, θ = 0) as
σtot =
4 π
k
Im[f¯(E, θ = 0)] , (2)
where k is the relative momentum. One an then subtrat the pure Coulomb sattering
amplitude fC , whih is singular at θ = 0, and use the remaining regular nulear sattering
amplitude, f = f¯ − fC , to dene AtotL (E).
After the spin sums are arried out, the nulear total asymmetry for ~p p sattering takes
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the following form
AtotL (E) =
Im
[
f˜10,00(E, 0) + f˜00,10(E, 0)
]
Im
[∑
S,MS
fSMS ,SMS(E, 0)
] , (3)
where the subsripts S ′M ′S, SMS denote the nal and initial two-body spin states, respe-
tively. The notation f˜ is used to remind a PNC sattering amplitude: in order to maintain
the Pauli priniple for a p p system, a spin hange must be aompanied by an orbital angular
momentum hange, that is, a parity hange, too.
In this work, we treat the PNC interation, VPNC, as a perturbation. The unperturbed
wave funtions are solved numerially from the Lippmann-Shwinger equation
|ψ〉(±) = |φ〉(±) + 1
E −H0 − VC ± i ǫ VS |ψ〉
(±) , (4)
where VC and VS are the Coulomb and strong interations, respetively; and |φ〉(±) is the
solution of Coulomb sattering.
The PC sattering amplitude is given by the following formula
fS′M ′
S
,SMS(E, θ) =
√
4 π
∑
JLL′
√
2L+ 1 ǫL′S′ ǫLS 〈L′(MS −M ′S), S ′M ′S|JMS〉
×〈L0, SMS|JMS〉 YL′(MS−M ′S)(θ) eiσL′
SJL′S′,LS(k)− δL′,LδS′,S
i k
e
iσL , (5)
where ǫLS enfores the Pauli priniple: L+ S has to be even; σL is the Coulomb phase shift
for the L-wave, and the S-matrix element SJL′S′,LS an be determined from the orresponding
nulear partial-wave phase shifts.
The PNC sattering amplitude is alulated by the distorted-wave Born approximation
(DWBA)
f˜S′M ′
S
,SMS(E, θ) = −
µ
2 π
(∓)〈~k′, S ′M ′S|VPNC|k zˆ, SMS〉(±) , (6)
where |~k′| = |~k|, kˆ′ · kˆ = cos θ, and µ = mp/2 is the redued mass. Comparing two reent
works, Refs. [13℄ and [5℄, with the former using DWBA and the latter being numerially
exat, treating VPNC as a rst-order perturbation is a well-justied approximation.
It should be noted that AtotL , though being well-dened and easily alulable, is not
a quantity whih an experiment diretly measures. There are two major setups for ~p p
sattering: the sattering-type (for low-energy protons like Refs. [2, 3℄) and the transmission-
type (for high-energy protons like Ref. [4℄) experiments. The former one measures the
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weighted, average asymmetry within a seleted angular range [θ1, θ2]. The latter measures
the total asymmetry greater than a ritial angle θc, as the beam in the angular range of
[0, θc] is extrated to analyze the transmission rate so that the total ross setion between
[θc, π] an be inferred. Sine none of these experiments has full angular overage and is able
to turn o the Coulomb interation, some theoretial orretion is needed when onverting
an experimental asymmetry to AtotL . For these issues, we refer readers to Refs. [5, 13℄ and
publiations of individual experiments for more details.
III. THE VECTOR-MESON EXCHANGE POTENTIAL
The one-meson-exhange PNC NN potential, often used in the literature, refers to the
expression given in Ref. [6℄. For a p p (nn) system, where only ρ and ω mesons ontribute,
this potential an be generalized to the following form
V
pp (nn)
PNC (r) = −
gρNN
mN
(
h0ρ τ1 · τ2 +
h1ρ
2
(τ z1 + τ
z
2 ) +
h2ρ
2
√
6
(3τ z1 τ
z
2 − τ1 · τ2)
)
×
(
(σ1 − σ2) · {p, fρ+(r)} − (σ1 × σ2) · rˆ fρ−(r)
)
−gωNN
mN
(
h0ω +
h1ω
2
(τ z1 + τ
z
2 )
)
×
(
(σ1 − σ2) · {p, fω+(r)} − (σ1 × σ2) · rˆfω−(r)
)
, (7)
where mN represents the nuleon mass, and gxNN 's and h
i
x's denote respetively the strong
and the weak meson-nuleon oupling onstants for the meson x and isospin i.1
The radial funtions fx±(r) ontain important information about the meson-exhange
mehanism suh as its range and vertex form fator, and will be the main variable to be
studied in this work. In the original DDH model, where a point-like (bare) meson-nuleon
vertex is assumed, they are simply related to the Yukawa funtion fx(r) as
fbarex+ (r) = fx(r) ≡
e
−mx r
4 π r
, (8)
rˆ fbarex− (r) = −i (1 + κx) [p , fx(r)] , (9)
1
We notie that the strong and weak ouplings are phase dependent. The onvention retained here, usually
employed in the eld, orresponds to positive values of the former ones when the fx±(r) funtions are
given by the Yukawa-like funtions given in Eqs. (8, 9).
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hppρ h
pp
ω
DDH [6℄ −15.5 −3.04
adj. [5℄ −22.3 +5.17
Table I: Weak oupling onstants in units of 10−7.
where κx is the strong tensor meson-nuleon oupling with κρ,ω = κV,S (V for isovetor
and S for isosalar) respetively. Modiations of the above standard PNC potential to be
onsidered in this work inlude: (1) variations of the tensor oupling κV and the introdution
of uto form fators at the meson-nuleon verties, (2) the desription of the ρ-meson as a
two-pion resonane, and (3) spei PNC meson-nuleon verties. All these hanges involve
dierent forms of fx±(r) whih will be preised in the following subsetions. We also note
that fx±(r) an have isospin dependene  though it is not manifest in Eq. (7)  and a
supersript denoting the isospin will be added whenever more lariation is neessary.
When fx±(r) does not have isospin dependene, the isospin matrix elements an be easily
evaluated and this gives rise to a V ppPNC depending on two ombinations of the weak-oupling
onstants
hppρ = h
0
ρ + h
1
ρ + h
2
ρ/
√
6 , (10)
hppω = h
0
ω + h
1
ω , (11)
and their numbers to be used in our analysis are given in Tab. I. The set denoted by DDH
orresponds to the DDH best-guess values [6℄. As is known, it roughly aounts for the
PNC asymmetries measured at low energy (13.6 and 45 MeV). It ould miss however the
high-energy asymmetry at 221 MeV as reminded in the introdution (see detailed results
in Se. IVA and Tab. IV). The other set, adj., was tted by Carlson et al. [5℄ to the
experimental values of AL at the three above energies. Sine then, it has been used to
make preditions for PNC eets in the n p system [20℄, showing in some ases signiant
dierenes from the DDH best-guess preditions, espeially for the PNC mixing parameter
relative to the
1S0 − 3P0 transition, ǫ0.
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gρNN gωNN κV κS Λρ Λω
S1 2.79 8.37 3.70 −0.12 - -
S2 2.79 8.37 6.10 0 - -
S3 2.79 8.37 3.70 −0.12 1.31 1.50
S4 3.25 15.58 6.10 0 1.31 1.50
Table II: Sets of the strong oupling onstants. The utos Λρ and Λω are in units of GeV.
A. Strong oupling onstants and monopole form fators
In the analysis by Carlson et al. [5℄, while various modern strong potentials were used
to examine the model dependene, the strong oupling onstants, gρNN , gωNN , κV , and κS,
and meson-exhange dynamis were xed to the CD-Bonn model [21℄. The introdution of
monopole form fators at both the strong and weak meson-nuleon verties  to be onsistent
with the Bonn model  results in a modied radial funtion in V ppPNC
fmonox+ (r) =
e
−mx r
4 π r
− e
−Λx r
4 π r
[
1 +
1
2
Λx r
(
1− m
2
x
Λ2x
)]
, (12)
rˆ fmonox− (r) = −i (1 + κx) [p , fmonox (r)] , (13)
where Λx is the momentum uto for the x-meson exhange. The values of these parameters
are given in the row S4 of Tab. II.
In order to explore the role of the strong oupling onstants and the uto values, we
onsider three additional sets, denoted by S1, S2 and S3 in Tab. II. The set S1 orresponds
to strong oupling onstants we have been using in our previous works on PNC problems [22,
23℄. It involves values of κV = 3.7 and κS = −0.12 that are favored by the vetor meson
dominane. The set S2 mainly diers from the set S1 by a larger value of κV = 6.1. This
value ame from an analysis of pion-nuleon sattering by Höhler and Pietarinen [15℄, and
was adopted in the Bonn model. The set S3 orresponds to a modied set S1 by introduing
the same monopole form fator as Ref. [5℄. The onsideration of sets S1, S2 and S3 is useful
in that the omparison between S1 and S2 gives the dependene on the tensor oupling
onstants, and the omparison between S1 and S3 shows the role of the hadroni form
fators.
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Among the dierent sets onsidered here, it is not lear at rst sight whih one is the most
realisti, and omments with this respet should be done. In absene of information, it seems
reasonable to rely on the parameters xed by some NN interation model. However, they
might possibly aount for physis dierent from that one they are supposed to desribe. It
has been shown that the large gωNN in potential models, like the one in line S4 of Tab. II,
ould atually simulate a oherent ontribution of a bare-ω exhange (with a oupling of
the size given in the other lines) and a ρ π exhange [24℄. On the other hand, aounting
for hadroni form fators sounds also reasonable at rst, but a dispersion approah to the
derivation of the NN interation ignores them by denition. Sine form fators imply that
the partiles have inner struture, their exitations should be onsidered for onsisteny. As
a matter of fat, there are ases that an be worked out where both eets anel. This
indiates that aution is required in dealing with form fators. Finally, the term involving
the tensor oupling is expeted to be assoiated with a hadroni form fator that drops
faster than for the other terms, whih is most often ignored.
In the following subsetion, we present an improved desription of the ρ-exhange on-
tribution. It, in partiular, involves the physis underlying the inrease of κV from 3.7 to
6.1, while providing hadroni form fators (inluding the faster drop-o of the form fator
assoiated with κV ).
B. Two-pion exhange ontribution
In order to aount for the two-pion resonane nature of the ρ meson, we follow the work
presented in Ref. [16℄ based on dispersion relations. In this formalism, only stable partiles
are involved and the ρ meson appears indiretly in the transition amplitude, NN¯ → ππ,
through its propagator. To satisfy unitarity, the width of the ρ meson has to be aounted
for, and this leads to the modiation of the free-partile propagator
1
m2ρ − t′
→ 1
m2ρ − t′ + iγq3(t′)
, (14)
where γ is related to the ρ-meson deay width Γρ by
Γρ = γ q
3(m2ρ) /mρ , (15)
q(t′) is dened as
q(t′) =
√
t′
4
−m2pi, (16)
10
NN
ρ pi
N*
(c)(b)(a)
Figure 1: Graphial representation of the ρ exhange as a stable partile (a) or taking into aount
its possible deay into two pions, (b) and (). The single solid line denotes a nuleon, the double
line a ρ meson, the dashed line a pion and the thik solid line a nuleon or a baryon resonane.
These last ontributions, whih involve intermediate baryons N , ∆ and N∗, are olletively denoted
here by N∗. The lled irle represents PNC ρNN verties.
and t′ represents the invariant squared mass of the two-pion system in the t-hannel of the
NN amplitude, on whih the integral in the dispersion relation is performed. The above
amplitude has to be ompleted for its PC part by a bakground ontribution involving the
exhange in the t-hannel of the nuleon and the ∆ or N∗ resonanes (olletively denoted
as N∗ in the following, in absene of ambiguity). The orresponding PNC part is ignored as
it involves new but essentially unknown parameters.
The next step is to introdue the above NN¯ → ππ transition amplitudes in the dispersion
relation whih allows one to alulate the NN sattering amplitude. In terms of diagrams,
the zero-width ρ-meson ontribution to the NN interation, shown in Fig. 1 (a), is thus
replaed by the sum of ontributions depited in Fig. 1 (b) and in Fig. 1 (). For the
intermediate baryon states appearing in the last ontribution, we retain, beside the nuleon,
the three lowest-lying resonanes, ∆(1232), N(1440) and N(1520) [16℄.
To obtain the potential in onguration spae, a standard Fourier transformation has to
be performed. The radial funtions fρ+(r) and fρ−(r) in Eq. (7) for the isosalar, isovetor
and isotensor parts now beome
2
2
The isovetor PNC ρNN oupling was not part of theoretial frameworks by the time the above work [16℄
was written. There is no more reason to ignore it now although the orresponding ontribution is expeted
to be quite small.
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f
2pi (0,1,2)
ρ+ (r) =
1
3 (2π)3
∫ ∞
4m2pi
dt′
e
−r
√
t′
r
q3(t′)√
t′
gρ+(t
′) , (17)
f
2pi (0,1,2)
ρ− (r) =
1
3 (2π)3
∫ ∞
4m2pi
dt′
e
−r
√
t′
r
(
1 +
1
r
√
t′
)
q3(t′) gρ−(t
′) . (18)
The spetral funtions gρ+(t
′) and gρ−(t′) are dened as
gρ+(t
′) =
f 2ρ
(m2ρ − t′)2 + γ2q6(t′)
+ Re
β(t′) +mNα(t′)
m2ρ − t′ + iγq3(t′)
, (19)
gρ−(t
′) =
f 2ρ (1 + κV )
(m2ρ − t′)2 + γ2q6(t′)
+ Re
β(t′)
m2ρ − t′ + iγq3(t′)
, (20)
where
γ =
f 2ρ
6 π mρ
. (21)
The quantities, α(t′) and β(t′), appearing in the above equations are given by
α(t′) =
3
q(t′)χ2(t′)
∑
N∗
[
GAN∗
q(t′)
(
1− h tan−1 1
h
)
+
mN
2χ(t′)
GBN∗
(
3h− (1 + 3h2) tan−1 1
h
)]
, (22)
β(t′) = − 3
2q(t′)χ(t′)
∑
N∗
GBN∗
[
h− (1 + h2) tan−1 1
h
]
, (23)
with
χ(t′) =
√
m2N −
t′
4
, (24)
h = h(t′) =
q2(t′)− χ2(t′) +m∗2
2q(t′)χ(t′)
. (25)
The values of the oeients GA,BN∗ used in the present work are given in Tab. III.
Dierent values of f 2ρ/(4π) are referred to in the literature. They an be related, for
instane, to the deay width of ρ → e−e+ or to gρNN by the hypothesis of vetor meson
dominane. In the present estimate, we use the latter. For onsisteny with gρNN = 2.79 in
the sets S1S3 (see Tab. II), f 2ρ/(4π) = 2.5 (2.08 was used in Ref. [16℄).
If one neglets the ontribution from intermediate baryons and takes the limit of γ →
0 (Γρ=0) in Eqs. (19, 20), the radial funtions f
2pi (0,1,2)
ρ± (r) simply redue to the original
Yukawa-like ones fbareρ± (r).
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N∗ GAN∗/(4π mpi) G
B
N∗/(4π)
N 0 14.48
∆(1232) −21.8 − 0.97 t′
m2pi
7.4− 0.062 t′
m2pi
N(1440) −7.11 2.15
N(1520) −5.75− 0.252 t′
m2pi
1.26 + 0.06 t
′
m2pi
Table III: Coeients GAN∗ and G
B
N∗ appearing in Eqs. (22, 23): values for the intermediate baryons
(nuleon and resonanes) retained here.
The two-pion exhange interation also ontains a part with an isovetor harater whih
results from a non-zero πNN oupling. Its ontribution to the PNC asymmetry of interest
in this work has been alulated in the past [19℄. It has not been onsidered here however.
While it ould represent one half of the low-energy measurements with the best-guess value
of this oupling, there are many reasons to believe that this oupling is atually smaller [7℄.
The orresponding ontribution is therefore expeted to play a minor role. On the other
hand, this ontribution looks like a ρ-exhange one [16℄ and qualitative results obtained here
for the other two-pion exhange ontribution, f
2pi (0,1,2)
ρ± (r), would largely apply to it in any
ase.
C. Parity-nononserving ρNN vertex form fator
Meson-nuleon vertex funtions are generally written as the produt of the oupling
onstant, dened for an on-mass-shell meson (q2 = m2), and a form fator whih depits
the q2 dependene. Among various empirial hoies, the monopole one is often adopted for
the strong vertex, whih leads to, e.g., the Bonn potentials [21, 25℄. As already mentioned
in the subsetion IIIA, the works of Refs. [5, 13℄ involve applying the same monopole form
fator also to the weak vertex, whih gives rise to modied radial funtions as in Eqs. (12,
13). However, one an ertainly speulate about other possibilities.
In the DDH work [7℄, the oupling onstant reeives three ontributions: fatorization,
parity admixture and sea quarks. For simpliity, they have been taken as onstant. The
two last ontributions were estimated by relying on the SU(6)W symmetry and experimental
information from non-leptoni hyperon deays but the authors also worried about symmetry-
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breaking eets. These ones ould be sizable for the parity-admixture ontribution to the
isosalar ρNN oupling, whih an be shown to vanish at q2 = 0. 3 This result is due to the
anellation of two ontributions with the same topology but involving intermediate quarks
with negative and positive energies. While the rst one is inluded by using the SU(6)W
symmetry and ould be appropriate for an on-mass-shell meson, the eet of the seond one
is ignored. To aount for the expeted anellation, the parity-admixture ontribution to
the isosalar ρNN oupling was suppressed by a fator 4 in getting the best-guess values.
A rened estimate would suppose to alulate the q2 dependene of the oupling onstant,
whih was done by Kaiser and Meissner in their framework [11℄. Although there exists no
detailed omparison, their results tend to support the above analysis. The q2 dependene
is espeially important for the isosalar ρNN oupling. It evidenes a feature whih is
somewhat unusual for urrent form fators but is a signature of the underlying dynamis: a
hange of sign ours at q2 = q20 − q2 ≃ −m2ρ.
We now onsider the eet of inserting the above momentum dependene in the PNC
NN interation. Consistently with the non-relativisti approah used here, we neglet the
energy transfer arried by the meson and therefore assume q2 ≃ −q2 in the following. The
isosalar PNC ρNN vertex form fator, F˜
KM (0)
ρ (q2), in Ref. [11℄ an thus be approximately
parametrized as
F˜KM (0)ρ (q
2) =
(
1− 2 q
2
q2 + Λ′ 2
)
. (26)
At low-momentum transfer, the parameter Λ′ has the same eet as usual uto parameters
but its role diers at high momentum transfer (hene a dierent notation). The sensitivity
to this parameter will be studied in the later setion. Assuming the orresponding strong
vertex is still a point-like one, the radial funtions for the isosalar ρ exhange, modied by
Eq. (26), now reads
f
KM (0)
ρ+ (r) =
Λ′ 2 +m2ρ
Λ′ 2 −m2ρ
fρ(r)− 2Λ
′ 2
Λ′ 2 −m2ρ
fΛ′(r) , (27)
f
KM (0)
ρ− (r) = −i (1 + κρ) [p , fKM (0)ρ+ (r)] . (28)
3
This ontribution is absent for the isotensor ρNN oupling and both isosalar and isovetor ωNN ou-
plings. The vanishing of the ontribution at q2 = 0 for the isosalar ρNN oupling has some relationship
with an anapole moment ontribution.
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Figure 2: Yukawa funtion (bare-ρ, ontinuous) and modied ones due to form fators with a
monopole type at both PC and PNC verties (Monopole, dashed), to 2π and N∗ orretions (2π+
N∗, dot), and to PNC form fators obtained from the hiral-soliton model alulation [11℄ (Chiral
soliton, dot-dashed). The left panel is for fρ+(r), and the right one for fρ−(r). Expressions of the
potentials are given in the text, Eqs. (8, 9, 12, 13, 19, 20, 27, 28), and parameters entering the
monopole and hiral-soliton ones, Λ and Λ′, are given the unique value 1.31 GeV.
In the limit Λ′ →∞, fKM (0)ρ+ (r) reovers the standard Yukawa funtion fρ(r). In a speial
ase where Λ′ = mρ, orresponding to the above mentioned hange of sign at q2 ≃ −m2ρ,
f
KM (0)
ρ+ (r) remains nite
f
KM (0)
ρ+ (r) =
1
4πr
e
−mρr(mρr − 1) , (29)
despite the presene of the fator Λ′ 2 −m2ρ in the denominator.
D. Resulting potentials
The masses of π, ρ and ω mesons are set to be 139.0, 771.0 and 783.0 MeV respetively,
throughout the alulations. Plotted in Fig. 2 are fρ+(r) and fρ−(r) multiplied by r2 whih
appears in the r-spae integration. The potentials with the bare-ρ exhange, the monopole
form fator, the 2π+N∗ orretions and the PNC hiral-soliton form fator are represented
respetively by solid, dashed, dotted and dot-dashed lines.
Compared to the bare-ρ-exhange potential, the 2π+N∗ orreted (2π+N∗) one gives a
non-negligible enhanement in the range 0.5 ≤ r ≤ 2 fm. In the remaining regions, however,
these two potentials are almost indistinguishable. For the potentials with form fators, we
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show results with Λ′ = 1.31 GeV and Λρ = 1.31 GeV for the hiral-soliton and monopole ones
respetively. Both of them give signiant dierene from bare-ρ and 2π+N∗ potentials at
r ≤ 2 fm. The hiral-soliton form fator enhanes the potential substantially at 0.4 ≤ r ≤ 2
fm, drops rapidly at around r ≃ 0.4 fm and hanges sign at r ≤ 0.2 fm. The hange of sign
an give a negative ontribution to the matrix elements, but the quantitative estimation is
dependent on the shape of the wave funtions. With dierent Λ′ values, the shape of the
potential hanges. For a value smaller than 1.31 GeV, the hange of sign is shifted to larger
r values, and the enhanement in the intermediate range beomes more signiant than
for the present potential. On the other hand, if one inreases the Λ′ value, the potential
beomes more similar to the bare-ρ one. We will show this behavior expliitly when we
disuss the results. Contrary to the PNC hiral-soliton form fator, a monopole form fator
gives suppression in magnitude over the whole r region. This suppression will give matrix
elements smaller than in the remaining three ases. More importantly, a monopole form
fator makes the potential more sensitive to the uto value than the PNC hiral-soliton
form fator is to the value of Λ′. We will argue about this point in the forthoming results.
Conluding this setion, an important observation should be made with respet to the
motivation of the present work. In omparison to the standard ρ-exhange potential, some
of the variations we onsider tend to make its range longer. At rst sight, the feature whih
an possibly enhane the ontribution of P to D NN states with respet to the S to P
ones is desirable. This an be heked by alulating the plane-wave Born amplitude, but a
denitive answer requires a full alulation with distorted wave funtions.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We here disuss qualitatively the eets of the dierent variations on the meson-exhange
potential laid down in the previous setion.
A. Eet of the oupling onstants and monopole form fators
In Tab. IV, the results with various hosen parameter sets (see Tabs. I and II for their
values) are presented. The eet of the oupling onstants is straightforward: larger oupling
onstants give larger asymmetries. As shown in Ref. [1℄ that the S−P transition dominates
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Weak DDH adj.
Strong S1 S2 S3 S4 S4 Exp.
a
13.6 −0.96 −1.33 −0.66 −1.13 −0.92 −0.95 ± 0.15 [2℄
45 −1.73 −2.39 −1.16 −2.00 −1.59 −1.50 ± 0.23 [3℄
221 0.43 0.75 0.25 0.52 0.85 0.84 ± 0.29 [4℄
a
These values are taken from Ref. [5℄, assuming the theoretial orretions have been made.
Table IV: Sensitivity of the PNC asymmetry, AL(×107), to dierent hoies of weak and strong
oupling onstants, or to monopole form fators (see Tabs. I and II for their values) and omparison
with experiment.
at the low energies, while the P−D transition does at the high energies, the S−P transition
amplitude is approximately proportional to
hppρ gρNN (κV + 2) + h
pp
ω gωNN (κS + 2) , (30)
and the P −D transition amplitude to
hppρ gρNN κV + h
pp
ω gωNN κS . (31)
Beginning the disussion with a omparison of the preditions and measurements, we
observe that the S1-set results agree with the low-energy measurements. At 221 MeV, the
result is smaller than the lowest experimental value by about 22%. For the set S2, the
situation is opposite: the result at 221 MeV is within the error bar, but those at low energies
are o. Sine the asymmetry an be well approximated by Eqs. (30, 31), whih are linearly
dependent on the strong oupling onstants gxNN and κ's, we onlude that those good
at low energy are not good at 221 MeV, and vie versa. As expeted, the asymmetry is
sensitive to the strong oupling onstants, but this is almost irrelevant to the resolution of
the problem raised in the introdution.
We now onsider in more detail the sensitivity to the isovetor tensor oupling κV . This
an be done by omparing results of sets S2 and S1, or S4 and S3. Evaluating Eq. (30)
with S2 and S1, we obtain the ratio S2/S1 (S −P ) ≃ 1.36. This value is omparable to the
ratios of S2/S1 at 13.6 and 45 MeV, 1.39 and 1.38, respetively. Equation (31) gives S2/S1
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Figure 3: Modied Yukawa funtions multiplied by r2: with the square of monopole form fator
(left panel) and the PNC hiral-soliton form fator (right panel). For illustration, the uto Λ is
given the values ∞ (bare), 3, and 1.31 GeV in one ase while the parameter Λ′ assumes the values
∞ (bare), 3, 1.31 and 0.771 GeV in the other ase .
(P −D) ≃ 1.68, and this value is lose to S2/S1 at 221 MeV, 1.74. In a similar way, we an
ompare S4 and S3. We have the ratios S4/S3 (S − P ) ≃ 1.71 and S4/S3 (P −D) ≃ 1.96.
Our alulation gives 1.71 and 1.72 at 13.6 and 45 MeV, respetively, and 2.10 at 221 MeV.
In both ases, it is found that hanging κV from 3.7 to 6.1 enhanes the predition for the
high-energy point with respet to the low-energy ones. The eet, whih is of the order of
25%, goes in the diretion we looked for. However, for the set S1, enhanement due to a
larger value of κV is still laking to t the high-energy asymmetry within the experimental
error bar.
The role of monopole form fators an be understood by omparing results of sets S3 and
S1 (or S4 and S2 after orreting for dierent strong ouplings in this ase). The ratios are
0.69, 0.69 and 0.58 at 13.6, 45 and 221 MeV respetively (or 0.73, 0.72 and 0.59). One sees
a lear indiation that the eet of monopole form fators is in favor of S to P transitions,
ontrary to what we would naively expet from a longer-range interation. This point will
be further examined later on after other similar long-range eets are also onsidered.
For a part, the above results an be understood from the behavior of the potentials. In
Fig. 3, the left panel shows the Yukawa potential modied by monopole form fators, with
a multipliation fator r2. The smaller the uto value is, the smaller is the potential for all
r. Thus, with a smaller uto value, the asymmetry is also smaller in magnitude. The large
sensitivity of the potential to the uto value as Fig. 3 shows, has its origin in the expression
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S1 S2
bare-ρ 2π +N∗ bare-ρ 2π +N∗ Exp.
13.6 −0.96 −1.22 (1.26) −1.33 −1.68 (1.25) −0.95± 0.15
45 −1.73 −2.11 (1.21) −2.39 −2.92 (1.22) −1.50± 0.23
221 0.43 0.52 (1.22) 0.75 0.92 (1.22) 0.84 ± 0.29
Table V: Sensitivity of the PNC asymmetry, AL (×107), to the eet of the nite ρ-width orretion
of the weak potential. Weak oupling onstants are xed to the DDH best-guess values. Two sets
of strong ouplings, S1 and S2, are onsidered. The numbers in the parentheses represent the ratios
(2π +N∗)/(bare-ρ).
of the squared monopole form fator in momentum spae, ((Λ2−m2)/(Λ2+q2))2. This form,
whih is onsistent with the denition of ouplings made for on-mass-shell mesons, implies
an overall suppression of PNC amplitudes at low energy by a fator ((Λ2 − m2)/(Λ2))2
(=0.43 for Λ = 1.31 GeV). This behavior diers from the one evidened by other potentials
onsidered below where the fator under disussion is essentially absent. On the other hand,
the dierene between the above suppression fator and the one dedued in the previous
paragraph by omparing S3 and S1 results indiates that the eet of the potential ours
at distanes larger than what the position of maxima in Fig. 3 suggests.
B. Eet of the 2π and N∗ orretions
The eet of the 2π + N∗ orretions is investigated with the strong parameter sets S1
and S2, and the DDH best-guess values for the weak oupling onstants. The results are
summarized in Tab. V. In the olumn 2π +N∗, the numbers in the parentheses represent
the ratios of results (2π +N∗)/(bare ρ).
The 2π+N∗ result evidenes a relatively larger enhanement at 13.6 MeV than at the
remaining two energies, but as a whole, the ratios are similar. For the set S1, the 2π+N∗
potential inreases the asymmetry by 0.26, 0.38 and 0.09 at 13.6, 45 and 221 MeV respetively
(in units of 10−7). Consequently the low-energy asymmetries exeed the experimental upper
limit while the high-energy one is still below. For the set S2, The amount of inrease is
larger than for the set S1: 0.35, 0.53 and 0.17 at 13.6, 45 and 221 MeV respetively (again in
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units of 10−7). Thus, the low-energy preditions, whih are already out of the experimental
error bars with the ρ-exhange potential, are further away from experiment. Meanwhile,
a relatively small inrease of the high-energy asymmetry keeps the predition within error
bars.
To get some insight into the above results, it is interesting to look at the potentials in
Fig. 2. At r ≥ 2 fm, they show a similar behavior. In omparison to the bare-ρ potential
within the range 0.4 ≤ r ≤ 2 fm, f 2piρ+(r) is sizably larger but f 2piρ−(r) is slightly smaller. In
the range r ≤ 0.4 fm, f 2piρ+(r) is very similar but f 2piρ−(r) is learly smaller. From the result of
the asymmetry in Tab. V, one an dedue that the suppression of f 2piρ−(r) at short distanes
does not muh aet the magnitude of the asymmetry. Therefore, roughly speaking, a good
deal of the dierene in the results omes from the dierene of the potentials in the region
0.4 < r < 2 fm and the ontribution from r < 0.4 fm is negligible.
While the enhanement of the interation in the range 0.4 < r < 2 fm an explain en-
haned asymmetries, an enhanement of asymmetry at the higher energy point with respet
to the low ones, as one would expet from a longer-range interation, does not show up.
Though the eet is small (0 ∼ 3%), it is opposite to what ould be naively expeted. It
is interesting to ompare the results with those obtained from using the plane-wave Born
approximation (PWBA). The enhanement of the asymmetry at low energy would be about
12% while it reahes 26% at high energy (the enhanement for the P to D transition at low
energy is about 60%).
As mentioned in Se. IIIA, the enhaned κV value, 6.1, ould aount for the physis we
inluded here in allowing for the ontribution of nuleon and baryon resonanes to the πN
sattering amplitude (or the NN¯ → ππ amplitude). Therefore, results denoted 2π + N∗
with S1 and bare-ρ with S2 in Tab. V should not be independent. This is supported for a
part by the fat that both results deviate from the bare-ρ S1 ontribution by relatively the
same amount for the low-energy measurements (roughly 24% and 38%). The dierene is
larger for the high-energy point (22% and 74%), but this ould be due to the approximate
harater of treating the eet of extra ontributions to the πN sattering amplitude by a
onstant number. In priniple, the κV ontribution is expeted to be assoiated with a form
fator that dereases faster than for the other ontributions.
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Λ′ (GeV) bare 3 1.31 0.771
13.6 −0.96 −1.04 −1.33 −1.69
45 −1.73 −1.88 −2.38 −2.92
221 0.43 0.47 0.61 0.67
Table VI: Sensitivity of the PNC asymmetry, AL (×107), to the eet of a spei orretion of
the isosalar PNC ρNN vertex. Results are presented for dierent values of the parameter Λ′,
introdued in Eqs. (27, 28). The bare-meson exhange is adopted for the other omponents of the
PNC potential. Set S1 is used for the strong parameters, and DDH best-guess values for the weak
oupling onstants.
C. Eet of the PNC vertex form fator
Results with the monopole form fator have been disussed at the beginning of the present
setion (see Tab. IV). We here onsider the eet of the PNC hiral-soliton form fator for
the isosalar ρNN oupling. As this form fator ould involve some unertainty, we also
looked at variations of the uto parameter Λ′ in Eq. (26). Besides the value Λ′ = 0.771 GeV,
whih approximately ts Kaiser and Meissner's estimate [11℄, we onsider the values 1.31
and 3 GeV. The rst of these last values ts the low-momentum dependene of the monopole
form fator used by Carlson et al. and the seond allows one to make the transition to the
standard point-like ρNN oupling. The larger Λ's are probably loser to the one inferred
from the DDH work, though quite unertain. Strong oupling onstants are piked up
from the set S1, and DDH best guess values are used for the weak oupling onstants.
The results with dierent strong oupling onstants, e.g., S2, an be easily dedued from
Eqs. (30, 31).
Looking at the results given in Tab. VI, it is seen that the magnitude of the asymmetry
inreases when the parameter Λ′ beomes smaller. This an be understood from the behavior
of the potential. In Fig. 3, we plot the modied Yukawa potential multiplied by r2 for
the PNC hiral-soliton form fator (right). With a smaller Λ′ value, the position of the
peak is shifted to larger r, and the urve beomes broader. This behavior leads to a large
enhanement in the range 0.5 ≤ r ≤ 2 fm. In the result with the 2π + N∗ orretions, we
disussed that a large portion of the dierene in the asymmetry is expeted to be originated
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from the dierent behavior of the potential in the range 0.4 < r < 2 fm. The behavior of
fKMρ+ (r) and f
KM
ρ− (r) in Fig. 2 supports this onjeture; and though these funtions even
hange sign at r ≤ 0.2 fm, enhaned results are still found. A smaller Λ′ value gives rise to
a more enhaned potential in the range 0.4 < r < 2 fm and onsequently, this gives a larger
magnitude of asymmetry.
Similarly to the eet disussed in the previous setion, the enhanement of the potential
in the range 0.5 ≤ r ≤ 2 fm an explain the enhanement of the asymmetries alulated in
this setion with respet to the bare-ρ ones. Again, the enhanements are larger at low than
at high energy (roughly 73% and 56% for Λ′ = 0.771 GeV) but the relative dierene is more
obvious here (17% instead of 0 ∼ 3%). It is interesting to ompare the above results with the
PWBA ones. In this ase, the eet of the form fator under onsideration provides a slight
suppression at low energy while, at high energy, it leads to a large enhanement, 80% for Λ′ =
0.771 GeV (a fator 3 for the P to D states transition at low energy). These results evidene
a striking feature. While the enhanement for the P to D states transition amplitude at high
energy in PWBA is more or less reovered by the atual DWBA alulation, the appearane
of an enhanement for the S to P states transition amplitude at low energy in PWBA is
muh less expeted by DWBA. To some extent, this onrms the onlusion from onsidering
similar longer-range fores as due to monopole form fators or a non-zero width of the ρ
meson that: ontrary to a naive expetation, a longer-range fore does not neessarily imply
an enhanement of P to D states transition amplitudes at high energy over the S to P states
one at low energy.
Somewhat surprised by this last result, we looked for an explanation. It turns out that
both the
1S0 and
3P0 wave funtions entering the S to P transition amplitude are strongly
suppressed at short distanes in the AV18 model, whih we used to desribe the strong
NN interation. This suppression ats the same way as the entrifugal barrier favors Born
amplitudes with higher orbital angular momenta. However, in AV18, the suppression for the
1S0 and
3P0 is even stronger than the one for
3P2 and
1D2, so an opposite situation ours
here: a longer-range PNC fore enhanes the S to P transition amplitude with respet
to the P to D one. This feature is largely due to the 3P0 wave funtion where the eet
of a short-range repulsion extends to medium distanes. Were this wave funtion similar
to the
3P2 one, quite dierent results would have been obtained instead. The eet of a
longer-range interation would then be more similar to what is expeted from onsidering
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the PWBA alone. In Ref. [5℄, other strong potential models were also onsidered and no
big model dependene was found. Therefore, it an be expeted roughly that the above
onlusion applies for ases other than AV18.
D. Fitting the weak oupling onstants
Motivated by the values of PNC oupling onstants obtained in an earlier analysis [5℄, we
looked in the present work for possible eets that ould aet its onlusions. We onsider
in this subsetion the quantitative onsequenes of these eets on the oupling onstants.
We rst notie that none of the ases we onsidered allows one to reprodue the entral
values of measurements by relying on presently known preditions of PNC meson-nuleon
ouplings. While the ρ exhange dominates, the ω exhange must neessarily have a sign
opposite to what is expeted, onrming Carlson et al.'s analysis, whose main qualitative
features were reminded in the introdution. A question whih remains of partiular interest
is whether the size of the ωNN oupling an be made more onsistent with expetations.
Before entering into details, we mention that our own results for the ρNN and ωNN ou-
plings, hppρ = −22.2 × 10−7 and hppω = 5.28 × 10−7, slightly dier from Carlson et al.'s ones
when the same set of strong ouplings, S4, is used. The disrepanies an be reasonably
understood as due to minor dierenes in the inputs.
We begin with the S1 set of strong ouplings, for whih a qualitative understanding of
the result has been reminded in the introdution. A least-χ2 t gives hppω = 10.5× 10−7 and
hppρ = −25.9 × 10−7. The dierene with Carlson et al.'s result for hppω is primarily due to
that one in the strong oupling onstant gωNN . The absene of dierene for h
pp
ρ is somewhat
aidental and results from the anellation of dierent eets involving the tensor oupling,
κV , the strong oupling onstant, gρNN , and the monopole form fator, with some being
separately disussed below.
Looking now at the results for the set S2, it is found that the ωNN oupling obtained
from a least-χ2 t, hppω = 7.2 × 10−7, is smaller than in the previous ase as expeted from
the disussion of results in Se. IVB, showing the favorable harater of an enhaned value
of the isovetor tensor oupling, κV , for the problem under onsideration in this work. A
value of the ρNN oupling smaller in magnitude is also obtained, hppρ = −16.3× 10−7. Let
us elaborate this point in more detail. Sets S2 and S1 dier by the values of the tensor
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ouplings, κS and κV . Sine |κS| ≪ κV , Eq. (31) for the P − D transition amplitude ap-
proximately implies hppρ ∝ 1/κV . One therefore expets that the ratio of the tted values,
hppρ (S2)/h
pp
ρ (S1), be lose to the ratio of the tensor ouplings, κV (S1)/κV (S2). The approx-
imate equality of the ratios, 0.63 and 0.61 respetively, onrms that the ω ontribution to
the orresponding amplitude is small. For the set S1, its ontribution to the asymmetry at
high energy amounts to 4%. More generally, the tted value of hppρ depends on the strong
oupling onstant as 1/(gρNN κV ). This implies that the ontribution of the term h
pp
ρ gρNN κV
to the S − P transition amplitude, represented by Eq. (30), is approximately the same for
the sets S1 and S2. The remaining term, 2 hppρ gρNN +h
pp
ω gωNN (2+κS), should be therefore
the same too. The value of hppω an be tted so that this term is the same, regardless of the
strong oupling onstant. Considering the ase disussed above where κV inreases, leading
to an inrease of hppρ (algebraially), it appears that the rst ontribution to the remaining
term, 2 hppρ gρNN , inreases with the onsequene that the other term h
pp
ω gωNN (2 + κS) has
to derease. This implies that hppω dereases. The value so obtained is lose to the t one.
As will be shown for the results for the set S3, hppω is also sensitive to the value of the strong
oupling, gωNN .
As argued at the end of Se. IIIA, a partly improved version of the above results obtained
with the set S2 ould be given by the 2π+N∗ ones with the set S1. It is therefore expeted
that the orresponding tted ouplings should tend to evidene the same departures to
the S1-set results. The value obtained in the present ase for the ρNN oupling, hppρ =
−21.1 × 10−7, is half way between the results for the S1 and S2 sets. The expetation is
veried for a part, suggesting that the physis whih has led to introdue an enhaned value
of κV is not fully aounted for. The eet of an approximate treatment of the underlying
physis ould have more important onsequenes for the ωNN oupling. This one, given by
hppω = 11.7×10−7, remains lose to the S1-set result. This feature indiretly indiates that the
2π orretion sales the ρ-exhange ontribution to the low- and high-energy asymmetries
by the same fator, allowing one to aount for its eet by modifying the ρNN oupling.
It results that the ωNN oupling is essentially unhanged in the t proedure. The lower
value of the ωNN oupling obtained with the S2 set ould therefore be questionable to some
extent.
Pursuing the disussion with the results for the set S3, whih was intended to look at
the eet of monopole form fators often introdued to desribe hadroni verties, it is
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found that the tted values of the ouplings, hppω = 14.6 × 10−7 and hppρ = −41.1 × 10−7,
are signiantly inreased (in size) with respet to the previous ones. The dierene with
Carlson et al.'s results omes mainly from dierent values of the strong ouplings and of κV .
The most important one for the main purpose of the present paper is due to the value of
gωNN , almost a fator 2, whih explains a large part of the disrepany between the tted
values of hppω . There are other signiant dierenes but, due to anellations, they have not
muh eet on the PNC ωNN oupling. Taking into aount that the produt gρNN h
pp
ρ κV
is mainly determined by the high-energy point, the dierene in the value of κV is largely
ompensated by a hange in hppρ . Dierenes between the sets S3 and S4 for other ingredients
(gρNN and κs) have a minor eet. Thus, the omparison of results for these two sets of
strong ouplings shows that smaller (and more reasonable) values ould be obtained for the
weak ouplings by inreasing the size of the strong ones but, while this ould be suggested
by the phenomenology of the strong NN interation, there is no theoretial justiation.
Finally, as for the eets of the weak vertex form fators, the result for the ωNN oupling
reets the disussion of the asymmetries in Se. IVC. The tted value tends to inrease
when Λ′ dereases. It is given by hppω = 11.5× 10−7 and 15.2× 10−7 at Λ′ = 1.31 and 0.771
GeV respetively (orrespondingly, hppρ = −16.8 × 10−7 and hppρ = −14.1 × 10−7). Stritly
speaking, the last values obtained for hppρ only apply to h
0
ρ as only the isosalar PNC form
fator is taken into aount (the isovetor and isotensor verties are still taken as point like).
However, to a good approximation, it an be onsidered that the t determines an eetive
hppρ oupling given by h
0
ρ+0.7 (h
1
ρ+h
2
ρ/
√
6) for Λ′ = 1.31 GeV and h0ρ+0.5 (h
1
ρ+h
2
ρ/
√
6) for
Λ′ = 0.771 GeV. From what is left out, whih is not expeted to be large, it is in priniple
possible to get an extra onstraint on the isovetor and isotensor ouplings. The statistial
signiane of the result is expeted to be smaller than the hppω one, however.
V. CONCLUSION
We onsidered the PNC asymmetry in ~p p sattering at the energies 13.6, 45 and 221
MeV, where experimental data are available. In a reent analysis [5℄, ρNN and ωNN weak
oupling onstants were tted to reprodue the experimental data. Though the resulting
values are within the reasonable range given in Ref. [6℄, the tted ωNN oupling onstant is
opposite in sign to most of the theoretial estimates. Employing AV18 as a strong interation
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model, we investigated the role of the eets suh as dierent strong oupling onstants,
utos in the regularization of the PNC meson-exhange potential, long-range ontributions
to its ρ-exhange omponent and PNC form fators of the isosalar ρNN vertex.
As expeted, the asymmetry is sensitive to the strong oupling onstants, on whih it
depends linearly. Assuming the DDH best-guess values for the weak ouplings, it was
found that all three experimental data an not be satised simultaneously with any of the
strong oupling sets onsidered in this work. In one ase, low-energy results are within the
experimental errors but the high-energy one is not, and vie versa in the other. Comparison
of the results with and without monopole form fators shows a signiant eet. For the
uto value Λ = 1.31 GeV, asymmetries are suppressed by about 30∼40%. This strong
dependene on the uto value qualitatively agrees with the one shown in a dierent way
in Ref. [5℄. Fitting the weak ouplings to the measurements, the authors found that a
derease of the uto value by a fator 0.8 enhanes the tted values of hppρ and h
pp
ω from
−22.3 × 10−7 and 5.17 × 10−7 to −106.7 × 10−7 and +14.63 × 10−7 respetively [5℄. The
2π-exhange ontribution to the bare-ρ-exhange potential gives a sizable enhanement at
both low and high energies. The ratio of enhanement is, however, similar but slightly larger
at 13.6 MeV than that at 45 and 221 MeV. Consequently, with the 2π exhange in the PNC
potential, the asymmetries at low energies exeed the experimental ranges, and that at 221
MeV is lose to or within the error bar. Simply speaking, the 2π ontribution does not
hange the high-vs.-low energy trend found in the ase of using the bare-meson-exhange
potential. The results with a spei PNC form fator show its strong inuene too. The
larger is the hange in the potential, the larger is the magnitude of the asymmetry regardless
of the energy: similar to the ase inluding the 2π exhange. Conluding this part of our
work based on the DDH best-guess values for the weak ouplings, we did not nd any
eet that ould allow one to simultaneously desribe the measurements of the asymmetries
at low and high energies.
As is well known, preditions for the weak ρNN and ωNN ouplings are unertain and
an largely vary in some range. One an thus look for values of these ouplings whih ould
t the above measurements. The striking feature is that in all ases we onsidered the hppω
oupling onstant has a positive sign, opposite to the DDH best-guess one. This is not
therefore a surprise if the above studies with the DDH best-guess values ould not provide
a good desription of the measurements. The sign agrees with Carlson et al.'s one [5℄ but
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the size, whih assumes some improvements in this work, is generally larger, making it more
diult for the hppω oupling so obtained to be aommodated in the expeted range. Thus,
the disrepany that motivated the present work, far to be redued, is enhaned.
Interestingly, the possibility that the ωNN oupling be positive was onsidered in the
past to explain the ratio of the proton-nuleus fore, determined from PNC eets in some
omplex nulei, to the proton-proton one, determined from PNC eets in ~p p sattering at
low energy [7℄. It was however disarded due to a low statistial signiane and the absene
of theoretial support. With results from inorporating the high-energy point in the analysis
of ~p p sattering (Ref. [5℄ and present work), the above prospet beomes less unlikely.
We here onsider three issues. The rst one is that the value of the tted ωNN oupling,
its sign in partiular, is orret. This implies that present hadroni estimates are missing im-
portant ontributions. With this respet, one should distinguish bare and dressed ouplings
that ould inlude resattering eets (loop orretions) [26℄. Inluding some phenomenology
however, it is not lear how muh present estimates should be orreted for them. The seond
issue is the possible existene of large orretions to the PNC single-meson exhange poten-
tial [27℄. This onern has motivated various approahes dealing more diretly with NN
sattering amplitudes, in the past [28, 29℄ and quite reently [30℄. Multi-meson exhanges
or retardation eets are known to provide large orretions in the strong-interation ase
and there is no reason it should be dierent here. Along the same lines, one ould also ite
relativisti orretions whih, for vetor-meson exhanges, ould be important [14℄. The last
issue onerns the experiment, espeially at the highest energy of 221 MeV. The disussion
throughout the paper is based on the absene of error bar. Assuming minor adjustments of
the meson-nuleon ouplings to the low-energy points, urrent preditions for the highest-
energy point may be o by a fator two for the entral value, but only by one and a half
standard deviation when the experimental error is aounted for. On the other hand, the
PNC experiments are diult ones and a naive interpretation of the error bar does not
neessarily give a good indiation of where a more aurate measurement would sit. A ten-
deny to overestimate the real asymmetries has often been observed. Whatever the issue,
we believe all of them quite exiting beause further studies will be required to determine
the right answer.
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